akashic records the book of life edgar cayce s a r e - the akashic records or the book of life can be equated to the universe s super computer system it is this system that acts as the central storehouse, how to access and read your akashic records akashic records - how to access and read your akashic records free excerpt from the book why we are born remembering our purpose through the akashic records by akemi g, dancing moon raleigh readers - readers new store policy we will accept cash and check made payable to your reader for readings only unless your specified reader has the ability to take credit, channeled messages angelic guides - does everything really happen for a reason how much free will do we really have do our souls predetermine our path before we incarnate dr taryn crimi channels, alexa person the divine matrix - alexa person is an author speaker entrepreneur and television talk show host who conducts conversational explorations of the unseen alexa specializes in ascension, spiritual meaning of 555 angel number 555 meaning is - find the spiritual meaning of 555 and what this angel number means for you if you keep seeing 555 on the clock or waking up at 555 find out why, do you see repeating numbers intuitive journal - do you see repeating numbers like 111 222 333 and 444 they indicate that your spirit guides are trying to get your attention find out why, star tetrahedron merkaba ascension now - sacred geometry involves the sacred patterns used in the design of everything in our reality most often seen in sacred architecture and sacred art, edgar cayce s association for research and enlightenment - edgar cayce founded a r e in 1931 for the purpose of helping people to transform their lives for the better body mind and spirit you can find special meaning, who we worship wicca for the rest of us - ryan i just spent almost three hours re affirming but as witches we re bind myself to my goddess the morrigan chooser of the slain and her celtic counter, metatonin research pineal gland secretion metatonin - it is being verified that the pineal gland can produce metatonin a dmt based neurochemical secretion that can alter the normal state of consciousness to a higher, hellenic buddhism and buddhist christianity - theravada buddhist and other indian influences on greek philosophy and early christianity and subsequent hellenic and possible christian influence on the rise of, tell the lords of karma that you are sovereign no - it has been a while since i published a long article and i have been working for many hours on this follow up to the august article why i am no longer a, a dulce base security officer speaks out all natural - the following is a list of questions that were directed to former dulce base security officer thomas edwin castello approximately a year before his death or